
PROJECT 8.2 Building the position of the Lesser Poland region in European cooperation networks

Project name: “Young Assisi – Growing in Dialogue”

1. The primary objective of the project is to create a European cooperation network between 
institutions committed to intercultural and interreligious dialogue.

2. The key “product” of the cooperation will be the international “YOUNG ASSISI” festival held in  
Kraków.

The first edition of the festival will take place in 2014.

Meeting concerning the intellectual heritage of John Paul II. The central motif of the meeting will be 
the concept of dialogue as defined by John Paul II. The Pope’s initiatives for dialogue.

The idea behind the project is also to promote actions and behaviour open to other cultures and 
religions, aimed at challenging stereotypes and focused on learning and coexisting with the “Other” 
in the name of the highest values, such as love and respect for other people’s dignity.

The “YOUNG ASSISI” festival,  as the high point  of  the project,  is  an attempt to establish  and, in  
a sense, continue (although in a different form) the ecumenical meeting initiated by Pope John Paul II  
in Assisi on October 27th 1986.

The project is targeted at young people, who have the power to shape the world’s future. Creating 
the “Civilisation of Love” appears to be the most urgent task of our time. The need for peaceful  
coexistence and dialogue based on universal values is at the top of the global ranking of needs.

The Festival  will  manly speak through art,  which is  the most effective tool  for bridging the gaps  
between people of different cultures and religions. Therefore, the programme of the project includes  
most  of  all  thematic  theatre  performances,  concerts,  and  screenings.  Art  knows  no  barriers  of 
language or religion. It has its own language, comprehensible to everyone. It is expressed through 
gestures and feelings. No words are needed to show love and respect– a  gesture or a look is enough. 
Art serves as a universal language of love.

Apart from artistic events, the programme offers also workshops and meetings for youth, designed to  
broaden young people’s knowledge of cultural and religious diversity and of the most burning issues 
of  the contemporary world,  including lack of  tolerance for other cultures and religions,  resulting 
frequently from the ignorance of the “other”.

Re.1 2013/first half of 2014

STUDY VISITS as part of the Partnership, aimed at developing models/guidelines/strategies based on 
the international solutions learned in the project, which may be applied in the organisation of the 
“Young Assisi” festival.

Study visit considerations:



a) What does the organisation team look like? What are the successive stages of the project 
implementation and what are the responsibility areas? What does the work look like in the  
case of the team responsible for the event programme and in the case of the promotion 
team?

b) Turnout issues – figures. To whom are the partner’s undertakings addressed? (Target group – 
characteristics in terms of age, gender, education, nationality – in the case of international  
events)

c) Duration of the festivals – which is the optimum? (three-day festivals, seven-day festivals, 
other?)

d) How  to  raise  funds?  What  percentage  of  the  budget  is  usually  provided  by  sponsors? 
Sponsors representing which sectors are most frequently willing to contribute?

e) What do the partnership forms involve? How many partners are usually invited to participate 
in a project? What is  usually  the division of  roles between particular partners in a given  
project?  

The Leader of the project prepares the study visits together with the Partners. Each Partner and the  
Leader, that is the parties to the project, are obliged to prepare to receive the guests as part of the 
study  visit.  Guests  of  the  study  visit  are  understood  as  two  persons  delegated  by  each  team 
appointed by each party to the project. A study visit takes three days. The date of the visit will be  
arranged in consultation with the other parties to the project, however, the visits shall take place in 
the period September–November 2013. The total number of the study visits is three (one to the 
Project Leader and the Project Partners from the Kraków province, and two to the foreign Partners).

The host of a study visit is obliged to plan the programme of the visit so that its participants have  
a chance to get familiar with all aspects of the work on a given project. The visit should relate to 
a selected project or projects regularly implemented by the host of the visit, which are similar to the 
“Young Assisi” project in terms of content, promotion (PR + advertising), or organisation (programme 
structure,  events).  The  host’s  duty  is  to  arrange  meetings  for  the  visitors  and  the  key  
teams/specialists  responsible  for  the  work  on  a  given  project,  provide  access  to  all  necessary 
documents,  and  prepare  appropriate  presentations  enabling  the  visitors  to  see  and  discuss  the  
process of the project preparation and implementation.

The guests’  travel  and stay  expenses  (accommodation and  daily  allowances)  will  be  met  by  the  
Project Leader from the budget allocated for the project implementation.

FORUM

Upon completion of the study visits, the Project Leader will hold a forum in Kraków. The Forum will 
be attended by the Partners, as well as representatives of non-partner institutions operating in the  
environments bordering on different cultures and religions,  culture managers,  both initiators and  
organisers of projects whose ideas are close to that of the planned “Young Assisi” festival.



The Forum will address the following issues: What kind of festival-like events are currently organised 
in Europe? (Creating a European festival map including the timing, themes, and range). Which festival  
events attract the most interest and what distinguishes them (turnout, theme)?

Forum programme:

I. Closed part (involving only the Project Leader and Partners)

a) summary of the Partners’ study visits

b) discussing the most interesting practices

c) developing a common strategy

II. Open part (Project Leader, Partners, invited non-partner institutions)

a) presentation of the Project Leader – presentation of activities 

b) presentation of the partner institutions (from the Lesser Poland region and form abroad)  
– presentation of activities

c) presentation of  individual case studies concerning the most interesting festival  events 
undertaken by all the invited institutions (including the non-partner institutions), offering  
the potential to join the partner network

d) summary of the forum.

Forum objectives:

a) summary of the know-how and experience gained during the mutual study visits held as part  
of the Partnership

b) the Forum is to be an open event, to which not only the Project Partners will be invited, but 
also institutions from across Europe, whose operations involve organisation of festivals and 
other cultural events relating to intercultural and interreligious dialogue, including: European 
Cultural Foundation (ECF), Amnesty International, Ronda International Film Festival, Moors 
and Christian Festival, etc.

c) a significant assumption of the Forum is to invite representatives of institutions operating in 
the Lesser Poland region, which organise festivals/cultural events devoted to intercultural and 
interreligious  dialogue,  in  order  to  present  their  achievements  and  include  them  in  the 
cooperation network;



d) developing the optimum form of a festival and entering into further arrangements for future 
years, with a view to expanding the existing European cooperation network.

WEBSITE

The  project  provides  also  for  the  creation  of  a  website  serving  as  a  platform  for  information 
exchange.   The  website  will  be  a  kind  of  a  database  for  all  parties,  both  the  Partners  and  the  
institutions cooperating outside the Partnership, and will ensure space for presenting the Partners’  
activities (access to a server enabling independent information upload). The website will be available  
in several languages and widely promoted. 

BENEFITS FOR THE PROJECT PARTNERS

a) expanding the know-how by exchanging experiences (study visits, forum)

b) opportunity to present their activities on the international forum (promotion of the institutions)

c) chance to enter into cooperation with international partners 

d) strengthening the institutions’  potential  and standing on the international  arena through the  
partnership network

ROLE OF FOREIGN PARNERS

- organisation of study visits for the Partners in accordance with the Project Leader’s guidelines 
(support  in  organising  the  stay,  enabling  the  know-how  acquisition,  providing  access  to 
documentation,  appointing  a  team  for  cooperation  with  the  Project  Leader’s  delegates, 
electing a coordinator of the visit)

- delegating  representatives  to  the  study  visit  held  by  the  Project  Leader  and  the  other 
Partners

- participation  in  the  Forum  organised  by  the  Project  Leader,  in  accordance  with  the 
programme of the Forum

- theoretical and organisational support during the 2014 Festival*

- close  content-related  cooperation  with  the  Project  Leader  and  Partners  in 
developing/improving the form of the “Young Assisi” festival for the future years

- distribution of  promotional  materials  related to the “Young Assisi”  festival,  prepared and 
provided by the Project Leader

- PR of the “Young Assisi” festival (sending information on the Festival in the country of the 
Partner’s operations, with the focus on young people communities)



* The programme of the Festival proposed by the Project Leader may be enriched with ideas put 
forward by the Partners. The proposals will not affect the financial structure of the project or the  
general form of the Festival, but will have an influence on their content-based value.

Re. 2. THE YEAR 2014

Proposed programme of the “YOUNG ASSISI” festival

Day I

The “Young Assisi” festival will  be inaugurated with a Holy Mass celebrated by Cardinal Stanisław 
Dziwisz and representatives of other churches. 

A series of meetings called “Let's get to know each other!”

Presentation of Jewish culture and traditions. The workshop will be led by an employee of the Jewish  
Community Center (JCC) of Kraków. The programme includes: cooking, music, and dance workshops,  
as well as conversations on culture and religion – similarities and differences, andart workshop (the  
works  will  be displayed in an exhibition held on the last  day of  the “Young Assisi”  festival).  The  
programme also  involves  a  meeting  with  the  Chief  Rabbi  of  Kraków and  a  Sabbath  dinner.  The  
workshop and the meeting will be held at the JCC at ul. Miodowa in Kraków and at the Galicia Jewish  
Museum, located at ul. Dajwór in Kraków.

Screening of films concerning intercultural and interreligious dialogue.

Evening Concert – The star of the evening will be KROKE, one of the best known Polish artistic groups 
(both in Poland and abroad), presenting a trend in klezmer music.

Day III

“Growing in dialogue. Education of love as a chance for the world” – a panel discussion attended by 
mixed couples (Christian-Jewish marriages, Christian-Muslim marriages, and other)

Meeting of the “Let's get to know each other!” series continuation. 

Another meeting will be related to Islam and the Muslim culture. The same form as in the case of the  
meeting with Jewish culture.

Screening – presentation of another film.

Evening Concert: Outdoor concert featuring an international star and crowning the “Young Assisi” 
festival.


